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EGT WITH MORE DEBUTS AND MUCH BIGGER BOOTH AT ICE 2018

EGT and its daughter companies EGT Multiplayer Solutions and EGT Interactive are
ready to present an ICE exposition complete and perfect from every angle. At their
booth S4-330 of over 1200 sq. m slot cabinets, jackpots, multigame mixes, various
multiplayer solutions, multitude of online games and a top-notch casino
management system will unite their best features to guarantee only an excellent
service for the players.
Four completely new cabinets, all powered by the highly efficient Exciter III
platform, will uncover the next EGT slot generation during the event. The models
EGT-A-27/27 Up and EGT-B-27/27 St achieve exceptional visual clarity with their
two high-resolution 27-inch widescreen frameless monitors, having as an option the
same size topper for even more vibrant look. Their large and convenient keyboard,
crystal clear stereo sound and exquisite design, combining high comfort for the
players with modern aesthetics are also some of the advantages of the other two
debuting cabinets – the EGT-A-27/32 Up and EGT-B-27/32 St. They lead the players
through a vast gaming world with their 27-inch touch screen main monitor and
attractive 32-inch landscape oriented top box with optional multimedia topper of the
same size.
The visually engaging and technically advanced Dragon's Turn is the next latest
release of EGT especially for the ICE 2018 audience. The Asian-themed four level
progressive jackpot includes random jackpot and bonus wheels and is privileged
with a dragon charm that brings tons of treasures. EGT is also set to highlight two
recently developed multigame mixes. The Purple Collection is of 48 titles, 20 of
which are completely new, and the Gold Collection HD presents superior highdefinition experience, revealing 18 fresh as look and feel games.
The Spider casino management system of EGT will demonstrate its: newly created
backup service, done on daily basis; developed super server which centralizes
information from the operator’s local servers; vault management tool, administrating
casino’s funds; extended jackpot configurations for better experience to the clients
and integrated report control module, allowing custom reports configuration,
including formulas and other modifiable parameters.

EGT Multiplayer Solutions has also prepared a myriad novelties. The STORK and Sline HD multiplayer terminals, different roulette models, including the twelve-seat TLine roulette touch table with an automated wheel, and a rich variety of multiplayer
games – Lucky Circle Wheel, electronic Blackjack, Bacarrat, Casino War, are just a
small part of all. The jackpots Diamond Number and Jackpot Cards will also add
more entertainment and options for winning. Recently the company included in its
portfolio the well-known slot cabinets of EGT – Premier P-24/24 Up, P-27/27 St Slim
and P-27/32H St, integrating its M-core platform to secure the Rigel and King HD
multigames. A clear advantage of all mentioned products is that they can be easily
connected into a complete solution and turn every gaming hall and casino into a
multi-entertainment playground.
After a highly successful year EGT Interactive is now supplying over 100 operators
around the world and has in its portfolio over 150 games for desktop and mobile
devices. Each month the company develops at least 2 new gaming titles, most of
them established on the notable land-based EGT portfolio. For the ICE show EGT
Interactive will present some of its best games, like 40 Super Hot, Burning Hot,
Flaming Hot, Blue Hearts, Amazons’ Battle, European Roulette, Thumbelina’s
Dream, Almighty Ramses and many more, together with its newest developments,
aligned with the corporate policy for high quality, attractive RTP and impeccable
back-up service.
2017 has been another year in a row of higher sales results, market expansion and
speeding up product development for EGT. A clear evidence for that at the ICE 2018
will be the twice bigger booth of the company, the higher number of exhibits and
debuts and the more sparkling show than ever.
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